oes it ever seem like you are overwhelmed by situations that demand immediate decisions? Occupational health nurse managers are involved daily in making countfess decisions that range from nominal to complex in nature. Certainly, the task of managing requires frequent and sometimes split-second dec ision making. Occupational health nurse managers must be capable of pondering serious situ ations, demonstrating decisiveness, and yet avoiding procrastination in decision making.
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Occupational health nurses manage rs need to step back and analyze decision making in the occupational he alth unit. Decisions can be classifled into four types: con sidered decisions, swallow-hard decisions, operational decisions, and lO-second decisions (Wilkinson, 1985) .
Considered decisions require much time and effort in seeking out information, engaging others in provid ing opinions, identifying alternatives , and selecting a final alternative for implementation. No doubt t he occupational health manager ultimately must take the lead in making considered decisions regarding programs and new directions for the occupational health unit.
Swallow-hard decisions also are characterized as difficult decisions. These decisions usually involve interpersonal relationships and create discomfort for the manager and other personts) involved. Often, swallowhard decisions are made in regard to supe rvision of a problem employee or the more arduous decisions regarding lay-offs or termination of occupational health personnel.
In contrast to difficult types of decisions, operational decisions are Decision making is a demanding and continuing responsibility for all occupational health nursing managers.
made in relation to day-to-day activities. These deci sions tend to be routine and function to maintain the direction and operation of the program. For example, hiring an occupational health nurse to replace one who had recently resigned would qualify as an operational decision. Finally, lO-second decisions are those in which the manager takes a perceptive "reading" on the situation at hand. Then the manager briefly deliberates about alternatives and the effect of the alternatives and arrives at a prompt decision. Tensecond decisions are needed in matters of ordering supplies or assigning a nurse to attend to a walk-in employee.
Making Effective Decisions
Decision making effectiveness is contingent on organizational culture, acceptance of decisions, and the decision making style of managers and staff. Decisions are influenced by the organizational culture (\lm Ess Coeling, 1988) . Some occupational health units value an authority figure manager who will firmly direct most activities and operate by the book. In this nursing unit, the nurses prefer the status quo, are reluctant to tell each other what to do , and focus on specific activities rather than the psychosocial aspects of care. Other occupational health units exhibit an organizational culture in which the nurs es prefer participative management and group decision making, flexibility in work activities , freedom to tell each other what to do, innovations, and individualized care of employees.
A successful manager will recognize that although both units can achieve excellence, the organizational culture ultimately will influence how the manager makes decisions in each unit. The manager, as well as the nurses, must understand the culture or "rules" in the unit. With this awareness, new nurses will be hired who fit into the existing culture. Here again, the manager will be viewed as effective and decisive if decisions are centralized or decentralized according to the culture of that occupational health unit.
One critical factor in decision making is anticipating whether the work group will accept a forthcoming decision (Umiker, 1989) . Although a decision may be made promptly, a guarantee cannot be made that it will be liked by others and implemented. One way to enhance acceptance of decisions is to employ a group decision making process (Schoonover-Shoffner, 1989) .
Decision making among a group of occupational health nurses is extremely effective because individual preferences can be voiced and a group choice made. In group decision making, the assembled group discusse s issues pertinent to the situation and identifies alternative choices for the decision. The group completes the decision by selecting the best alternative in light of identi-
TABLE Overcoming Procrastination in Decision Making
1. Acknowledge that you are procrastinating. 2. Work on the problem at the beginning of the day. 3. Delegate some decisions to others. 4. Hold a retreat away from work to discuss the decision. 5. Agree publicly to submit a report on the decision by a defined deadline.
fied posrnve and ne gative consequ ences.
Managers have different styles of de cision making, and so do the people they supe rvise (F reund, 1988 ). These differences can be helpful in making sound decisions. For example, a manager may be proficient at focusing on the pre sent and atte ntive to details. In comparison , a manage r who uses intuition predominantl y focuses on future possibilities and change when making dec isions. A feeling type manager is concerned with how people will react to a decision much more than a thinking type who wants to analyze facts and adhere to policy. Some managers have an extroverted attitude, tend to act on situations quickly, and are social. T he more introverted man ager thrives on privacy and needs time for conte mplation in making de cisions.
Each type of deci sion mak ing style has merit; each of us exhibits combinations of these traits. Before making a decision, it is helpful to call on a person with a diffe rent dominant sty le of deci sion making to view a situation from a perspective that you may have overlooked.
Pointers and Pitfalls
One of the most se rious pitfalls in decision mak ing is procrastination . Some ind ividuals avoid de cision making by putting the item "on a back burner" or by making excuses about not having time to make the decision. In variably, it is easier to open the mail and answe r the telephone than it is to conside r pending issue s and resolve problems.
To overcome procrastin ation , you must first acknowledge that procrastination is a challe nge to some degree for all manage rs (Table) . One method of overcoming procrastination is to delegate some decisions. In many situations, the manager can be relieved of excessive decisions by delegating to others.
Another helpful method for dealing with procrastin ation is to clear your desk at the end of the day of everything except the project that demands your attention and de cision making. When you return to work rested at the beginning of the next day, de cisions on the project will be your first task. Considered deci sions often can be addressed effecti vely away from the worksite or work interruptions. Deliberation at home or in a staff retreat forces time into the schedule for decision making.
Another pitfall in decision making is attempting to make a decision at the wrong moment (Umiker, 1989) . Be aware of times when deci sions should not be made, such as whe n data are insufficie nt to make a de cision or when you are upset about a. situation. In many instances, a decision is atte mpted whe n it is not your job to mak e that deci sion . A de cision also should not be exe cuted when a de cision will make the situation worse or when the problem could solve itself without a decision. Co nsider also that a decision should not be made if you do not have acceptance from those who will implement it.
In summary, deci sion making is a demanding and conti nuing respon sibility for all occ upat iona l he alth nursing managers. Regardless of how you go about it, whether alone or with a group, your ult imate aim is to be a manager who can be counted on for prompt, thorough, and on-target decisions.
